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Tensor Sells Second Folder to Papua New Guinea Newspaper 

WOODRIDGE IL, December 5th 2019, Established in 1969, the Papua New Guinea Post-Courier, with a 

circulation of 41,000 copies, is the largest newspaper in New Guinea. Owned by News Corp., it was the first 

daily national Newspaper in New Guinea. 

Chicago based Tensor International, in cooperation with Simon Munday at National Printing Equipment of 

Australia, has been awarded a contract to add a new H-50 folder with quarter folder to its existing 18-unit 

T1400 press. Tensor will also be responsible for all reconfiguration in installation work.  

“The new H50 folder will be the main folder on this 

two folder press adding better performance and 

increased flexibility to their printing operations” 

added Mike Pavone, COO for Tensor International. 

The equipment was shipped in early September 

2019 and installed in early November 2019. 

  

Tensor press offering information can be 

found at www.ustensor.com. 
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About AH Tensor International LLC 
Tensor International was created in early 2012 by combining the synergy and design innovation 

knowledge of key former employees of Tensor Group with DCOS, a premier innovator and major 

printing industry automation supplier.  This combination of strengths makes Tensor International 

unique in the single-wide, single-round press market and allows the company to offer press packages 

that provide outstanding ROI and reliability throughout the expected life cycle of the press.  

Tensor’s semi-commercial, insert and newspaper press equipment is valued worldwide for 

incomparable durability, quality and user-friendliness.  Tensor manufactures its single-width press 

equipment and related parts exclusively in the United States and retains a worldwide network of 

dealers to support its sales, service and marketing efforts.   
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